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Home Front Girls Apr 25 2022 Three girls all turn up for work, the day war is declared... Dotty has never known a life outside of the orphanage
where she grew up, let alone love. Lucy is the sole carer of her little sister, now that her brother has gone to war. Annabelle has led a life of privilege
but everyone has to pinch the pennies at the moment. Adjusting to life on the shop-floor at Coventry's only department store is hard enough, but then
the bombs begin to fall... As the devastating effects of war come to bear on the three women, their bond deepens. One thing's for certain, the girls
are going to need each other. Praise for Rosie Goodwin: 'Goodwin excels in writing about relationships, the hardships of life, the ties of family and the
joys of love and friendship.' Lancashire Evening Post 'Rosie is a talented storyteller.' Dee Williams
On the Home Front Jul 29 2022 What really happened on the Australian home front during the Second World War? For the people of Melbourne
these were years of social dislocation and increased government interference in all aspects of daily life. On the Home Front is the story of their work,
leisure, relationships and their fears—for by 1942 the city was pitted with air raid trenches, and in the half-light of the brownout Melburnians
awaited a Japanese invasion. As women left the home to replace men in factories and offices, the traditional roles of mothers and wives were
challenged. The presence of thousands of American soldiers in Melbourne raised new questions about Australian nationalism and identity, and the
'carnival spirit' of many on the home front created anxiety about the issues of drunkenness, gambling and sexuality. Kate Darian-Smith's classic and
evocative study of Melbourne in wartime draws upon the memories of men and women who lived through those turbulent years when society
grappled with the tensions between a restrictive government and new opportunities for social and sexual freedoms.
The Home Front in Britain Feb 21 2022 The Home Front in Britain explores the British Home Front in the last 100 years since the outbreak of WW1.
Case studies critically analyse the meaning and images of the British home and family in times war, challenging prevalent myths of how working and
domestic life was shifted by national conflict.
Japan's Carnival War Jun 27 2022 This cultural history of the Japanese home front during the Asia-Pacific War challenges ideas of the period as one
of unrelenting repression. Uchiyama demonstrates that 'carnival war' coexisted with the demands of total war to promote consumerist desire
alongside sacrifice and fantasy alongside nightmare, helping mobilize the war effort.
The Home Front Pledge Campaign Book Jan 23 2022
Zwischen uns das Meer Nov 01 2022 Seit einiger Zeit zieht sich Michael zunehmend von seiner Frau Jolene und den beiden gemeinsamen Töchtern
zurück. In einem schrecklichen Streit schleudert er Jolene sogar ins Gesicht, dass er sie nicht mehr liebe. Das Paar trennt sich. Als Jolene eines Tages
schwer verwundet wird, kommt Michael endlich zur Besinnung: Ihm wird bewusst, dass er kurz davor ist, die Liebe seines Lebens zu verlieren, und
er will ihr beistehen. Doch Jolene will ihn nie mehr sehen – zu tief sitzt der Schmerz. Aber Michael kämpft – wird es ihm gelingen, ihr Herz
zurückzugewinnen?
Home Front Nov 28 2019
Ich schreib dir jeden Tag Mar 01 2020 So nah und doch so fern - eine Freundschaft in Briefen "Liebe Rita, ich hoffe, dieser Brief erreicht dich bald.
Ich habe das Gefühl, unser Leben besteht nur noch aus Warten - auf Nachricht von unseren Lieben, auf das Ende des Winters, auf den Frieden.
Vielleicht ist das größte Geschenk dieses Krieges die Geduld ..." Es ist Winter 1943, als Rita Vincenzo den ersten Brief von Gloria Whitehall erhält.
Rita ist Gloria noch nie begegnet. Trotzdem schreibt sie zurück, denn sie teilt Glorias Schicksal: Ihr Mann kämpft an der Front. In ihren Briefen
geben Gloria und Rita einander Halt und überstehen so Verluste, Herzensverirrungen und die langen Nächte des Wartens. Ein berührender Roman,
geschrieben von zwei Freundinnen, die sich trotz der Arbeit an diesem Buch noch nie begegnet sind
Home Front Baltimore Jun 03 2020 Rarely seen photographs from the Baltimore Sun, the News-American, and the Afro-American bring to life the
rich, personal anecdotes of wartime Baltimoreans and transport readers back to an indelible era of Baltimore history.
World War II Long Island: The Homefront in Nassau and Suffolk Aug 06 2020 Long Island was transformed from a pastoral rural community to
a modern suburban behemoth by playing an integral role in the homefront of World War II. Dozens of Nazi spies infiltrated industry throughout the
island and communicated industrial secrets back to Germany as the FBI chased them down. Long Island held the record for producing the most
fighter planes in the country with the rapid rebirth of its aviation sector. Five Medal of Honor recipients called the region home. At the close of the
war, the United Nations established itself in a weapons factory in Lake Success. Author Christopher Verga charts the rise of Long Island and its role
in World War II.
Women on the Home Front: Family Saga 4-Book Collection Dec 22 2021 Four family sagas in one ebook collection – filled with love, tragedy and
heartbreak, these moving stories are set against the backdrop of World War Two. Includes ‘London Belles by Annie Groves, ‘Pack Up Your Troubles’
by Pam Weaver, ‘The War Widows’ by Leah Fleming and ‘Coronation Day’ by Kay Brellend
Class Struggle on the Home Front Nov 20 2021 Home/Front examines the gendered exploitation of labor in the household from a postmodern
Marxian perspective. The authors of this volume use the anti-foundationalist Marxian economic theories first formulated by Stephen Resnick and
Richard Wolff to explore power, domination, and exploitation in the modern household.
Prisoners of the Home Front Apr 13 2021 Little is known of the internment of German prisoners of war, civilians and merchant seamen on
Canadian soil during the Second World War. In the midst of the most destructive conflict in human history, almost 40,000 Germans were detained in
twenty-five permanent internment camps and dozens of smaller work camps located across Canada. Five of these permanent camps were located on
the southern shores of the St. Lawrence River at Farnham, Grande Ligne, Ile-aux-Noix, Sherbrooke, and Sorel in the province of Quebec. Martin
Auger’s book provides a fascinating insight into the internment operation in southern Quebec. The study examines the organization and day-to-day
affairs of internment camps, and offers an in-depth analysis of the experience of the German prisoners who inhabited these camps. The author shows
how the pressures of internment, such as restricted mobility, sexual deprivation, social alienation, and the lack of material comfort created important
psychological and physical strains on inmates. In response, Canadian authorities introduced labour projects and educational programs to uphold
morale, to thwart internal turmoil, and to prevent escapes. These initiatives also aimed to expose German prisoners to the values of a democratic
society and prepare their postwar reintegration. The author concludes that Canada abided with the provisions of the Geneva Convention, and that its
treatment of German prisoners was humane. Prisoners of the Home Front sheds light on life behind Canadian barbed wire. The study fills an
important void in our knowledge of the Canadian home front during the Second World War and furthers our understanding of the human experience
in times of war.
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Sport and the Home Front May 27 2022 Sport and the Home Front contributes in significant and original ways to our understanding of the social and
cultural history of the Second World War. It explores the complex and contested treatment of sport in government policy, media representations and
the everyday lives of wartime citizens. Acknowledged as a core component of British culture, sport was also frequently criticised, marginalised and
downplayed, existing in a constant state of tension between notions of normality and exceptionality, routine and disruption and the everyday and the
extraordinary. The author argues that sport played an important, yet hitherto neglected, role in maintaining the morale of the British people and
providing a reassuring sense of familiarity at a time of mass anxiety and threat. Through the conflict, sport became increasingly regarded as
characteristic of Britishness; a symbol of the 'ordinary' everyday lives in defence of which the war was being fought. Utilised to support the welfare of
war workers, the entertainment of service personnel at home and abroad and the character formation of schoolchildren and young citizens, sport
permeated wartime culture, contributing to new ways in which the British imagined the past, present and future. Using a wide range of personal and
public records - from diary writing and club minute books to government archives - this book breaks new ground in both the history of the British
home front and the history of sport.
Children on the Home Front Nov 08 2020
Home Front Storage Apr 01 2020 In the HOME FRONT series, this volume shows how to make the very best use of space. Each storage solution
has before-and-after shots, step-by-step projects and illustrations and practical advice and tips on everything from wiring and plumbing to using
environmentally friendly materials.
The Home Front Aug 30 2022 The Home Front examines the relationship between leisure and the military in the UK, in particular the air shows that
take place at Royal Air Force bases and in the skies above our seaside resorts. In Friend's photographs the beach and the landscape become uneasy,
surreal spaces, temporarily militarised by the fleeting presence and roar of fighter jets. Nostalgia for WWII is evoked by the presence of 'war birds',
only to be followed by the 'shock and awe' displays of contemporary fighter jets.
Faces of the Home Front, 1939–1945 May 15 2021 Faces of the Home Front presents a fascinating insight into the people, wartime organisations,
events, life and work on the British Home Front during the Second World War. This is the story of ordinary people in extraordinary times told
through an array of previously unpublished rare photographs, illustrations and ephemera. If you have wondered how Air Raid Wardens, Ambulance
crews, Home Guard, Firemen, Special Constables, Women's Voluntary Service and the Women's Land Army were recruited and trained, how they
were uniformed and what their duties entailed in wartime were, this is the book for you. Drawing on the authors’ own extensive archives of original
photographs, training manuals, documents, decades of research and interviews with those who were there, there are stories of well-known events
such as the Blitz on London and many other often lesser known events and incidents around the country, some deeply moving, some harrowing and
some that show how the kindness and selfless bravery of people that helped get Britain through its darkest hours. The combination of images and
stories vividly bring to life the experiences of people in cities, towns and countryside in wartime as they experienced evacuation, rationing, the blackout and air raids touched the lives of everyone. This volume is a valuable addition to the bookshelf of any family historian, collector, re-enactor.
Historians on the Homefront Sep 26 2019 When Woodrow Wilson called on the American people to mobilize for war in April 1917, it was hardly
surprising that historians should respond to their one-time colleague. Mobilization produced three organizations staffed by many of America's leading
historians. All three organizations, the author shows, viewed as their task the mobilizing of America's intellectual resources in support of Wilson's
war policies. The postwar decade saw an inevitable cooling of wartime passions and a reevaluation of the causes of the war. George T. Blakey
examines the postwar reaction to the activities of the CPI, NBHS, and NSL, which included congressional investigations and acerbic attacks in
popular and scholarly periodicals. A number of the historians came to regret their wartime propaganda work; a few of these joined the ranks of the
revisionists and turned on their colleagues. Others merely strengthened their Germanophobia. The majority, Mr. Blakely finds, resumed their
academic careers, apparently untouched by the part they had played in mobilizing the American war effort. The question of scholarly integrity versus
propaganda has never been fully resolved, the author concludes, but later generations of historians can still learn much from the example of
America's World War I historians-turned-propagandists.
The Home Front and War in the Twentieth Century Jun 15 2021
Heartland Courtship & Homefront Hero Jun 23 2019 New hope for a soldier Heartland Courtship by Lyn Cote Quaker Rachel Woolsey’s plans to
have her own bakery and homestead seem out of reach—until the handsome ex-soldier she nurses back to health offers to help her. At first, Brennan
Merriday intends to stay in Pepin, Wisconsin, only long enough to repay his debt to the pretty baker. But soon he longs to rescue dreams of
family—for both of them Homefront Hero by Allie Pleiter Dashing and valiantly wounded, Captain John Gallows could have stepped straight out of an
army recruitment poster. Leanne Sample can’t help being impressed—although the lovely Red Cross nurse tries to hide it. She knows as soon as he’s
well enough, he’ll rush back to war—and far away from South Carolina. But when an epidemic strikes close to home, John comes to realize what it
truly means to be a hero—Leanne’s hero. USA TODAY Bestselling Author Lyn Cote
Christmas on the Home Front Sep 30 2022 THE FOURTH NOVEL IN THE HEART-WARMING FACTORY GIRLS SERIES! Perfect for fans of Nancy
Revell and Ellie Dean. ____________________________ Praise for Annie Clarke 'Clarke's tale is one to lift the spirits and touch the hardest hearts'
Northern Echo 'Delightful authentic-feeling saga' Peterborough Telegraph 'Highlights the strength of women during the toughest times' Culture Fly
'Beautifully written' Frost Magazine ____________________________ October 1942: As Christmas approaches, the evacuees decide a pantomime is just
what the village of Massingham needs. Viola loves her new job away from the factory, and hopes that her romance with the handsome Ralph might
have a happy ending. Meanwhile, married life is proving tough for Fran and Davey as they are forced apart by war work and an unexpected arrival on
her doorstep turns her world upside down. Following her husband's shock confession, Beth finally feels as though she's regaining control of her life,
that is until he turns up . . . A lot can happen on the home front, but Christmas is a time for family and friends, and the factory girls will do everything
they can to ensure this year's celebration is one to remember. ____________________________ Our readers LOVE the Factory Girls . . . 'Gripping and
authentic' 'The characters are all strong and the style of writing makes it hard to put down' 'Another lovely story these wonderful characters make
me feel like I'm visiting old friends' 'What a joy to read' 'I have laughed, cried and been angry reading this book' 'Another brilliant book'
Home Front U.S.A. Sep 06 2020 New scholarship on World War II continues to broaden ourunderstanding. With each passing year we know more
about thetriumphs and the tragedies of America’s involvement in themomentous conflict. Tapping into this greater awareness of theaccomplishments
of both soldiers and civilians and a betterrecognition of the consequences of decisions made, Allan Winklerpresents the third edition of his highly
popular series volume. Informed by the latest historical literature and featuring manynew thoughtfully chosen photographs, the third edition of
HomeFront U.S.A. continues to ponder the question of "the good war,"the moral implications of the use of the atomic bomb, theimplications of
expanding wartime roles for women, AfricanAmericans, American Jews, the imprisonment of Japanese Americans atthe hands of the federal
government, and the experiences of themany other people who, though relegated to the fringe of mainstreamsociety, contributed in important ways
to the nation's successfulprosecution of its greatest challenge.
Doing Their Bit Jul 05 2020 The Second World War, often described as a "People's War," was the first time civilians played a major part in Britain's
war effort. New emergency services created before the war to help those suffering loss and damage were joined by the Home Guard as Britain faced
invasion in the summer of 1940 and new organizations formed to deal with unexploded bombs and the homeless caused by nightly air raids in 1940.
Major air attacks ceased in 1941 but food was rationed, daily essentials scarce and Britons of all ages expected to do wartime duty in addition to
their day job. Many essential war workers on the Home Front lacked a uniform but wore a lapel or pin back-badge to show they were doing their bit
for the war effort. Treasured as souvenirs of six momentous years in Britain's history, they were rediscovered years later, often by someone to whom
their significance and meaning was unknown. Whilst military badges are well recorded, no attempt to identify Home Front items was made until the
first edition of this book was published privately in 1996. Extensively updated Doing Their Bit is illustrated with over 700 wartime lapel badges and
ephemera, records the wartime history of over 200 organizations which wore them and shows how Thomas Fattorini Ltd became a major
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manufacturer of Home Front badges. This invaluable guide should be on the shelves of anyone with an interest in the history of wartime Britain.
Keep the homefront pest free Aug 25 2019
Mississippi in the Civil War Dec 30 2019 In Mississippi in the Civil War: The Home Front, Timothy B. Smith examines Mississippi's Civil War
defeat by both outside and inside forces. From without, the Union army dismantled the state's political system, infrastructure, economy, and fighting
capability. The state saw extensive military operations, destruction, and bloodshed within her borders. One of the most frightful and extended sieges
of the war ended in a crucial Confederate defeat at Vicksburg, the capstone to a tremendous Union campaign. As Confederate forces and Mississippi
became overwhelmed militarily, the populace's morale began to crumble. Realizing that the enemy could roll unchecked over the state, civilians,
Smith argues, began to lose the will to continue the struggle. Many white Confederates chose to return to the Union rather than see continued
destruction in the name of a victory that seemed ever more improbable. When the tide turned, Unionists and African Americans boldly stepped up
their endeavors. The result, Smith finds, was a state vanquished and destined to endure suffering far into its future. The first examination of the
state's Civil War home front in seventy years, this book tells the story of all classes of Mississippians during the war, focusing new light on previously
neglected groups such as women and African Americans. The result is a revelation of the heart of a populace facing the devastating impact of total
war.
The Home Front, U.S.A. Jan 11 2021
You Choose: World War II on the Home Front Jul 17 2021 It's December 1941. The United States has just entered World War II. How will you help
your country fight for its freedom? Will you: Help keep the country's economy going as a young mother in the work force? Try to fit into society as a
wounded African American veteran? Help end prejudice against Japanese citizens as a 12 year old California boy?
Fighting on the Home Front May 03 2020 Bestselling author and award-winning former BBC Chief News Correspondent Kate Adie reveals the ways
in which women's lives changed during World War One In 1914 the world changed forever. When World War One broke out and a generation of men
went off to fight, women emerged from the shadows of their domestic lives. Now a visible force in public life, they began to take up essential roles from transport to policing, munitions to sport, entertainment, even politics. Kate Adie charts the seismic move towards equal rights with men that
began a century ago and asks what these women achieved for future generations. This is history at its best - a vivid, compelling account of the
pioneering women who helped win the war. 'This is history at its most celebratory... The book is chatty, personal and packed with plenty of anecdote'
TELEGRAPH 'Kate Adie provides a compelling account of how women's lives changed during World War One.' IRISH TATLER
Policing the Home Front 1914-1918 Oct 20 2021 The civilian police during the First World War in Great Britain were central to the control of the
population at home. This book will show the detail and challenges of police work during the First World War and how this impacted on ordinary
people’s daily lives. The aim is to tell the story of the police as they saw themselves through the pages of their best-known journal, The Police Review
and Parade Gossip, in addition to a wide range of other published, archival and private sources.
The Home Front Dec 10 2020
The Home Front and War in the Twentieth Century Sep 18 2021
Battle Cries on the Home Front Jul 25 2019
Home Front Oct 27 2019 THE STORY: The action is set in a comfortable suburban home in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, where Bob and Maurine, a
fairly well-off middle-aged couple, are living (apparently happily) with their daughter Karen, a graduate student, and their brooding son
The Potteries Girls on the Home Front Mar 13 2021 March 1911: Betty Dean needs a job and somewhere to live, and eventually, a husband –
according to her mother. Sent into service at Stowford House in Cheshire, where the days are long and the work is gruelling, Betty’s dreams of
making something of herself seem even further away. But soon she is forced to return to The Potteries, carrying with her a dreadful secret which
could leave her reputation in tatters. Could WW1 bring new opportunities or will Betty run out of options? A new job on the trams throws her a
lifeline. Meeting fellow tram girls Connie and Jean brings the joy of friendship, even if Betty struggles with having to keep secrets from her new pals.
When Duncan Kennedy, a shy but charming soldier, enters Betty’s life, it seems that she may finally find love. But opening herself up isn’t easy, and
when he leaves for the front, she finds herself alone once again. As the Great War rumbles on, Betty’s life in The Potteries is full of its own battles... A
heart-breaking WW1 saga that fans of Pam Howes and Nancy Revell will love. Praise for Lynn Johnson’s Potteries Girls series: ‘A poignant, emotional
and heart-wrenching read...best read with a box of tissues handy’ Bookish Jottings ‘This truly was a fabulous story from beginning to end and I
struggled to put it down!... richly detailed, beautifully written and the storyline along with the characters was enthralling’ Rose is Reading
‘heartbreaking, emotive and well researched...This is an easy,enjoyable and informative read, recommended for lovers of historical fiction.’ Waggy
Tales ‘I highly recommend reading this and being transported back in time. An excellent historical fiction that had me compulsively turning the
pages.’ Books and Bookends ‘Overall, I loved it. There were lots of moments that made me gasp and others that almost made me cry, and then there
were those that made me smile and sigh.’ Jess Bookish Life ‘heartwarming and emotional. I absolutely love the story line...I really enjoyed the setting
and the characters. If you enjoy historical fiction, this is definitely a book to read!’ Jessica Belmont Book Reviews ‘I’m quite astonished this is a debut
novel... The characters came alive on the page, and it’s a fully rounded story... A fabulous read’ Grace J Reviewerlady ‘an emotional, captivating read
which is perfect for anyone who loves a good saga!... a fantastic read that quickly drew me into the story and kept my interest throughout with its
fabulous plot.’ Over The Rainbow Book Blog ‘Ginnie is a likeable character from the off... I cried at some of the heartache she saw, and was so
pleased with every small moment of happiness. You won’t be able to put this one down.’ Jennifer C Wilson ‘the author winds her story around your
person and snares your heart... Though filled with much darkness and despair, there is also hope and love’ Insatiable Readers ‘Johnson has a
Cookson flair...she does capture the heart and soul of her characters.’ Cheryl M-M Book Reviews ‘a step back in time with a young protagonist who
pulled on my heart strings...The friendship between her and Sam was especially heartwarming. I really enjoyed my first introduction to this author’
By The Letter Book Reviews
Steel Girls on the Home Front Jan 29 2020 As the war rages on, can they be there for each other? Spring 1940 After getting through their first winter
at war, including Christmas Day apart from loved ones, Nancy, Betty and Patty are determined to continue to support one another as well as finding
new ways to contribute to the war effort. Everyone is trying to do their bit on the Home Front to help however they can. Nancy is knitting for the
armed forces to keep her from worrying about her husband Bert who is serving in France. Meanwhile Patty is fretting about a loved one closer to
home as sweetheart and fellow steel worker Archive signs up as a local defence volunteer while Betty is rolling up her sleeves and digging for victory
in the veg patch she's started with her landlady. The war might be raging on, but as long as the Steel Girls rally around each other, can there still be
hope this spring?
The American Home Front, 1941-1942 Oct 08 2020 Offers a firsthand portrait of America on the home front during the early days of World War
II, describing the dramatic changes that were occurring throughout the nation as it was transformed from a civilian society to a wartime one.
Christmas on the Home Front Aug 18 2021 Drawing upon personal recollections, contemporary Mass Observation reports, newspaper articles and
advertisements, personal and archive photographs, Mike Brown and Carol Harris look at each wartime Christmas on the British Home Front, from
1939 to 1944.
Embedded on the Home Front Mar 25 2022 "Contents" -- "Introduction" -- "Yellow Ribbons (Nancy McAllister)" -- "In One of the Stars I Shall Be
Living (Melanie Murray)" -- "We Are (a Military) Family (Kelly Thompson)" -- "Falling for a Soldier: The Battle Lines of a Love Triangle (Shaun
Hunter)" -- "Coming Home to a New World (Ryan Flavelle)" -- "Snapshots: Life, Peace and Coffee on the Home Front (Ellen Kelly)" -- "The Reservist
(Barb Howard)" -- "Hostage to Fate (Michael Hornburg)" -- "Reconstruction Tour (Scott Waters)" -- "Finding My Way Backto Some Kind of Normal (Jill
Kruse)" -- "The Perils of War and Motherâ€“Son Relationships (Joan Dixon)" -- "Embed (S.M. Steele)" -- "Terribly Beautiful: Remembrance and
Remembering (Kari Strutt)" -- "Playing Ball: Random Notes From Behind the Front Lines of the Pax Americana (Chris Turner)" -- "Acknowledgements.
Churchill on the Home Front, 1900–1955 Feb 09 2021 'The best one-volume study of Churchill yet available.' David Cannadine, Observer
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'Magisterial.' Vernon Bogdanor, New Statesman 'A tour de force... A masterly chronicle of Churchill as a domestic figure rather than as the bulldog
wartime leader, and one of the most subtle portraits of him as a politician. Addison revises the view of Churchill as uninterested and out of his depth
in domestic affairs, painting instead a nuanced picture of a canny parliamentarian. Churchill changed parties twice but managed to accomplish the
change, writes Addison, 'with exceptional dexterity', making it appear as if he were maintaining his principles while the parties changed theirs...
Addison's most interesting assertion is that the rise of Hitler saved Churchill from drifting into right-wing irrelevance. Most impressively, Addison
doesn't settle for easy classifications, admitting that 'Churchill... is a man of whom almost everything that can be said is true in part.'' Kirkus Review
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